COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR).
SUBJ: IIR
ARGARM GENERAL OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1995 (U)
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED

SUMMARY: (U) THE ARGARM HAS ANNOUNCED ITS GENERAL OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1995. TRANSFERS WILL TAKE PLACE BETWEEN NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER AND SHOULD CAUSE MINIMAL TURMOIL IN THE ARMY.

TEXT: 1. (U) THE ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE SENIOR OFFICERS OF THE ARGARM FOR NEXT YEAR HAVE BEEN DETERMINED. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE SEVERAL CHANGES OF KEY PERSONNEL, THE NEW APPOINTMENTS SHOULD HAVE MINIMAL IMPACT ON THE ARMY.

2. (U) THE LINE-UP (NOT IN ORDER OF RANK) FOR THE ARGARM LEADERSHIP FOR 1995 WILL BE:
CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARMY
TENIENTE GENERAL MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA))
CHIEF OF THE JOINT STAFF OF THE ARMED FORCES
TENIENTE GENERAL MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ))
VICE CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARMY
GENERAL DE DIVISION HAUJ JULIO ((GOMEZ SABAINI))
COMMANDER, SECOND ARMY CORPS
GENERAL DE DIVISION DAVID UBALDO ((COMINI))
COMMANDER, THIRD ARMY CORPS
GENERAL DE DIVISION MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA))
COMMANDER, FIFTH ARMY CORPS
GENERAL DE DIVISION JORGE ((HALPERIN))
COMMANDER, MILITARY INSTITUTES
GENERAL DE DIVISION CARLOS ALBERTO ((QUEVEDO))
ARGENTINE DEFENSE ATTACHE IN WASHINGTON, DC
GENERAL DE DIVISION CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA))
DIRECTOR OF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ANIBAL ULISES ((LAINO))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE DIVISION IN DECEMBER
CHIEF OF THE PRESIDENTIAL MILITARY HOUSEHOLD
GENERAL DE BRIGADA JORGE EUSEBIO ((REARTE))
SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE ARMY
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ERNESTO JUAN ((BOSSI))
DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE ARMY
GENERAL DE BRIGADA JUAN CARLOS ((MUGNOLO))
JEFE-I, CHIEF OF PERSONNEL
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ALFREDO PABLO ((ROLANDO))
JEFE II, CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE
CORONEL JORGE PEDRO ((MINA))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
JEFE III, CHIEF OF OPERATIONS, PLANNING AND DOCTRINE
CORONEL RICARDO GUILLERMO ((BRINZONI))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
JEFE IV, CHIEF OF LOGISTICS
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ANTOINE ((MOSQUERA))
JEFE V, CHIEF OF FINANCE
CORONEL (QUARTERMASTER) HUGO ((LOPEZ))
JEFE VI, WELL-BEING
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ANIBAL MARIO ((ACCONCIA))
COMMANDER OF ARMY AVIATION
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ARTURO EMILIO ((GRANDINETTI))
DEPUTY COMMANDER, FIFTH ARMY CORPS
GENERAL DE BRIGADA HECTOR MARIO ((GIRALDA))
COMMANDER, FIRST ARMOR BRIGADE
CORONEL CARLOS ((ALFONSO))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
COMMANDER, SECOND ARMOR BRIGADE
CORONEL CARLOS AUGUSTO ((CARO))
COMMANDER, THIRD SCHOOL BRIGADE
CORONEL ROBERTO ANIBAL ((SANchez NEGRETTE))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
COMMANDER, FOURTH AIRBORNE BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA JULIO CESAR ((VERONELLI))
COMMANDER, FIFTH MOTORIZED BRIGADE
CORONEL LUIS HILARIO ((LAGOS))
TO BE PROMOTED TO CORONEL MAYOR IN DECEMBER
COMMANDER, SIXTH MOUNTAIN BRIGADE
CORONEL PACIFICO LUIS ((BRITOS))
TO BE PROMOTED TO CORONEL MAYOR IN DECEMBER
COMMANDER, EIGHTH MOUNTAIN BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA JUAN MANUEL ((LLAVAR))
COMM
ANDER, NINTH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA RODOLFO EDUARDO ((CABANILLAS))
COMMANDER, TENTH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
CORONEL JOSE ARTURO ((ECHEVERRIA))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
COMMANDER, ELEVENTH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA HAUL JOSE ((ROMERO))
COMMANDER, TWELFTH JUNGLE BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA CALIXTO JULIAN ((DE LA TORRE))
COMMANDER, BUENOS AIRES MILITARY GARRISON
CORONEL MAYOR HORACIO HAUL ((ROBREDO))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
DIRECTOR, ARGARM INSTITUTE OF HIGHER LEARNING
CORONEL HORACIO ((MAURO))
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL MILITARY COLLEGE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ENRIQUE ALBERTO ((GRAZZINI))
PRESIDENT, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF THE ARMED FORCES
GENERAL DE BRIGADA HAUL OSCAR ((RACANA))
DIRECTOR OF MUNITIONS
GENERAL DE BRIGADA JUAN CARLOS ((ANDREOLI))
QUARTERMASTER DIRECTOR
GENERAL (QUARTERMASTER) RICARDO RAMON (FRIAS)
JEFE D, OPERATIONS, ARMED FORCES JOINT STAFF
GENERAL DE BRIGADA CARLOS FELIX (VERNENGO)
DEPUTY COMMANDER, UNIKOM (KUWAIT-IRAQ BORDER)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA VICTOR DEMETRIO (PERALTA)
COMMANDER, WEST SECTOR, UNPROFOR (CROATIA)
CORONEL MAYOR CARLOS ROBERTO (MATALON)
TO BE PROMOTED TO GENERAL DE BRIGADA IN DECEMBER
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